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From the data analysis we defined distribution function against the population on the level of 
various structure units, namely regions, federal districts and the country on the whole. We have studied 
peculiarities of the distribution function deformation due to the structure units’ enlargement. Using the 
master equation in the continuous approximation, we obtain the Fokker-Plank equation for the 
distribution function with symmetric transition rates. In addition, we offer a model where transitions 
only between neighbour states are possible. Moreover in this case it is proposed the in and out 
transition probability rate for any states are different We define condition for the formal equivalence of 
both models to the problem that is described by the stochastic differential equation with additive and 
multiplicative white noises. We have analyzed the corresponding Fokker-Plank equation in the Ito and 
Stratonovich calculus, and obtained a solution of the Tsallis distribution type. We demonstrate a 
comparison of theoretical results with those of the data analysis on the level a cumulative distributions. 
We have used the maximum likelihood method for fitting. The obtained results allow us to attribute the 
specific value of the Tsallis distribution nonextensivity parameter to the empiric curves.  
 
Introduction. Population distribution in cities is investigated in a number of papers where it is 
shown that this distribution follows the Zipf law with an exponent 2≈γ  [1, 2]. Apparently, this law 
has a universal character and reveals both on the world level and for separate countries. The 
determination of the exponentγ  for many countries shows that γ  weakly depends on social and 
economic status of the population. The γ  value for 2400 US cities is ( )5.030.21.01.2 ±÷±∈γ , 
while for 1300 municipalities in Switzerland it is 1.01.2 ±=γ  [2]. It should be mentioned that the 
exponents were determined by the least square method which, as it is well-known, is not the best tool 
to fit power law distributions. It has been determined from a more detailed fitting of population 
distribution in cities of Brazil with the population over 30 000 that 34.024.2 ±≈γ  for the censuses 
of 1970 and 1980 and 11.026.2 ±≈γ  for those of 1991 and 2000. Population distribution for 2700 
cities of the world with the population more than 100 000 also reveals the Zipf law with exponent 
05.003.2 ±∈γ  [3]. Therefore, from the point of view of the general system theory we deal with 
a manifold of interacting cities on various levels (separate countries and the world), which, 
independent of the microscopic dynamics details, reveals the power law characteristic for 
complex systems. Unfortunately, all the above mentioned papers determine the exponent γ  from 
the rectilinear region of the distribution plotted in the log-log scale. As a matter of fact, it is more 
correct to describe these distributions not by the Zipf law but at least by the Zipf-Mandelbrot 
law.  
In this paper, we present empiric data on population distribution in Russian cities on the 
level of various administrative units, namely, the Moscow region, the Central Federal District 
and on the level of the whole country. We give the data analysis results on population 
distribution. We apply the maximum entropy approach for complex systems and obtain the 
distribution function with which we accomplish the empiric distributions’ fitting. Hereafter, 
we present stochastic models of the cities population growth that describe the behaviour 
observed empirically.  
Data analysis. We have analyzed data on population for 1 January 2006 published by the 
Federal Office of State Statistics. De jure population of the Russian Federation was in this period 
about 143,1 million people, with 104,3 million people (or 72.9%) living in cities and 38,8 
million people (or 27.1%) being residents of non-urban areas. At that time, there were 1095 
cities in Russia. In 167 cities the population was more than 100 000 people. The population of 
the Central Federal District was 37.4 million people. The urban population of 307 cities was 30 
million people (or 80.3%). The population of the Moscow region (without the city of Moscow 
which is a separate administrative unit of the federal subordination) in the same period of time 
was about 6.628 million people, including 5.328 million people (80.4%) being urban citizens. 
There are 80 cities in the Moscow region; many of them have population over 100 000 people. 
There are two types of settlements in the Moscow region – summer communities and settlements 
of urban type; the latter have larger population. Population of some settlements is more than 
20 000 people and due to this fact they are traditionally treated as city population as well. 
Therefore, we used data not only on cities but on all inhabited localities to enlarge statistics on 
the Moscow region.  
We have constructed the population distributions of cities on three levels: for the Russian 
Federation as a whole, for the Central Federal District and the Moscow region. The results are 
presented in Fig. 1 in the log-log scale. The first characteristic feature is an obvious and 
considerable deviation of the obtained distributions from the Zipf law, especially on the levels of 
the Moscow region and the Central Federal District. The second peculiarity is the apparent 
presence of the finite-dimensional effect that reveals in the form of distribution tails. Finally, the 
third feature consists that with transferring from a regional level to federal one, obviously, there 
is a formation of a rectilinear area of distribution. Statistics restrictions in distribution tails lead 
to a necessity to apply the maximum likelihood method for the distribution fitting. Limitation of 
statistics in tails of distributions prompts necessity of use for fitting the maximum likelihood 
method. As we deal with a complex system, it is necessary to apply the maximum nonadditive 
entropy approach to define the type of the distribution function.  
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Fig. 1. Population distribution on the log-log scale for RF — 1, for the Central Federal District – 2, for 
the Moscow region – 3; the q parameter values for 1 — q = 1.49; for 2 — q = 1.48; for 3 — q = 1.43 
Maximum entropy approach. To define the distribution functions of complex systems we 
can use the maximum-entropy method, proposed for the first time by Tsallis:  
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that in the 1→q  limit leads to the Shannon entropy [4]. Here kp  stands for the probability 
distribution function. The distribution function is defined from maximum equation (1) with 
additional constraints. The first constraint relates to the usual condition of probabilities 
normalization  
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The additional constraint laid on the nonadditive entropy, has the form  ( ) µ∑ =k kkP           (3) 
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where ( )kP  is the escort probability and 
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Taking these constraints into account to define the entropy maximum, we can use the Lagrange 
multipliers method  
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The λ  parameter is defined from normalization condition (2), namely 
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We used the Tsallis distribution (11) for fitting the data processing results that are given in Fig.1.  
 
Stochastic differential equation approach I. Assume that a social system consists of 
population divided into groups ,...2,1=i , with a arbitrary number of groups. Such division may 
be determined by living in locality i . We specify as in  the quantity of persons living in locality 
i . Then the population configuration takes the form { },......, inn =r . Assume that transitions 
between states are possible { } { },...1...,,......, +⇒ ii nn  and { } { },...1...,,......, +⇐ ii nn  and { } { },...1...,,......, −⇒ ii nn  and { } { },...1...,,......, −⇐ ii nn  . Then the master equation has the form: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tnpnbtnpnatnpnbtnpna
dt
tndp ,,,11,11, −−−−+++= ,  (12) 
where ( )xa  and ( )xb  are the transitions probability rates between corresponding states. 
Inherently, the operator translation is ( ) ( )xfexf Dαα =+ , where 
x
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Introducing the notations ( ) ( ) ( )xaxbxD −=1  and ( ) ( ) ( )( )xaxbxD += 2
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Taking the boundary conditions into account [5,6]  ( ) ( ) 0=−∞==∞= npnp  
we obtain ( ) ( ) 0=−∞==∞= njnj . 
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Equation (10) integrating leads to  
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where 0p  is the integrating constant.   
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Thus, we come to the result obtained from the maximum entropy approach.  
 
Stochastic differential equation approach II. The master equation for probability ( )tnP ,  of 
the system in the state characterized by the variable n at the time moment t , has the form [5,6] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑∞
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where ( )tlkw ;,  is a transition rate from the k  state to the l  state in the time interval ( )ttt ∆+, .  
For the continuous stochastic variable x  equation (25) takes the form 
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where ( )zyw  is the intensity of transition rates from the y  state into the z  state.  
Let us define the transition rates between the states x  and yx +  by ( ) ( )yxxwyx +=,φ . 
Then equation (26) can be written in the form  
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Let us assume that ( )yx,φ  is a symmetric function. Using the definition of the operator 
translation 
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Assume that all lχ  with 3≥l  are equal to zero. Then equation (30) takes the form 
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In this case equation (31) formally is similar to equation (15), and, consequently, its solution is 
represented by expression (23).  
 
Multiplicative noise: A mechanism leading to nonextensive statistical mechanics. Let 
us consider the Langevin equation in the form [4]  
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where ( )tx  is a stochastic variable and ( )tξ  and ( )tη  are noncorrelated noises with mean value 
equal to zero  ( ) ( ) ( )ttMtt ′−=′ δξξ 2 ,        (37) 
( ) ( ) ( )ttAtt ′−=′ δηη 2 ,        (38) 
where 0>M  and 0>A  are amplitudes of the multiplicative and additive noises, respectively.  
The Fokker-Plank equation for probability density, connected to equation (36) in the 
Stratonovich calculus has the form  
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It is easy to show that the stationary solution of this equation takes the form 
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Thus, the multiplicative noise effect leads to the nonextensivity system. The formal 
mathematical equivalence of the above discussed models with multiplicative noise shows that 
these models describe nonextensive systems as well.  
We should mark that as inherently τ
τ
+
+=
M
Mq 3 , at 0=M  we obtain 1=q . In this case 
( )xpst  results in exponential distribution, and, consequently, it is possible to state that the system 
nonextensivity is connected to the effect of multiplicative noises on the system. Besides, the 
obtained distribution at large x  results in the power law distribution. If maxxx ≤  and 1≠q , 
behaviour occurs that is intermediate between the exponential and power law one.  
 
Conclusion. Systems with the additive entropy ( ( ) ( )∫−= upudupkS ln1 ) are ergodic in all 
phase space of the variables and are generally described with exponential distributions. In complex 
systems that are characterized by the nonadditive entropy some subspaces in phase space turn out 
to be more preferable than others, and an account of such subspaces is essential. It is suitable to 
describe such systems in the frames of nonextensive statistical mechanics which is based on the 
nonadditive entropy 
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multiplicative noise belongs to the nonextensivity type. The system variables are directly 
connected to noise in the presence of the multiplicative noise. Thus, we observe in such systems 
the behaviour that does not occur in the presence of only additive noise. In particular, the 
interaction between the additive and multiplicative noises may lead to the emergence of the q - 
exponent.  
In the system of interacting cities the social-geographical conditions of the country lead to 
the situation when some cities are more preferable for living than others. Consequently, the 
population distribution of the cities is described by the Tsallis distribution which amounts at 
large values of the urban population to the Zipf law. This effect does not reveal considerably 
when regarding relatively small regions (curve 1 in Fig. 1). In this case, the population 
distribution is described with the q - exponential function with restricted argument, so that the 
power law region in the log-log dependence is absent. It is related to the restrictions on the cities 
spaciousness. Partial extension of the inhabited region deforms the population distribution 
function. (curve 2 in Fig. 2). Further deformation of the distribution function occurs with further 
inhabitance space extension, and a rectilinear region appears in the log-log scale being a feature 
of the power law dependence. We have defined the exponent value of the Zipf law 04.2=γ  
from the rectilinear part of curve 1, Fig. 1 by the maximum likelihood methods fitting. Upon 
that, all dependence is described by the Tsallis distribution and a corresponding values of 
entropic indexes are 1 — q = 1.49; for 2 — q = 1.48; for 3 — q = 1.43.  
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